The Statistics on knife crime over the last 10 years in Glasgow

- Glasgow has a big problem with gangs and knife crime and that has contributed to the rating in the UK peace index. I found out on the internet that researchers from the institute for economics and peace ranked areas according to the number of homicides and levels of violent and weapon crime public disorder and Glasgow is claimed to be the worst for knife crimes due to the the statistics of the most peaceful and least peaceful such as

**Most peaceful**
- Orkney islands
- Aberdeenshire
- Moray
- Shetland Islands
- Dumfries & Galloway

But as for Glasgow it's on the top of the list for the least peaceful in Scotland

**Least peaceful**
- Glasgow city
- West Dunbartonshire
- Renfrewshire
- North Ayrshire
- Inverclyde

This shows that Glasgow is worse than any other area in Scotland as it shows that Glasgow is at the top of the least peaceful list meaning that Glasgow isn't peaceful it's just full of knife crimes.

The rate of overall crime recorded in Glasgow is 71% higher than the Scottish average and higher than in the other council areas within the Glasgow and Clyde Valley region. Glasgow's overall crime rate is three times higher than that for East Renfrewshire.

As Glasgow had a major issue with gangs and knife crime and recent studies have found that up to 3,500 members between the ages of 11 and 23 have joined one of the 170 street gangs within the city and the homicide rate for Glasgow shot up as males between 10-29 is like the rates of Argentina and Costa Rica.